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Executive Summary
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation (ATNI‐EDC) has a mission to
provide financial and technical assistance in the areas of community and economic development to the
56 ATNI Member Tribes and their tribal members. ATNI Member Tribes include all of the tribes in
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, as well as some tribes in Northern California, Nevada, Montana, and
Alaska. A complete list of member tribes is in Appendix A. ATNI‐EDC is a wholly owned, separately‐
financed subsidiary of The Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians (ATNI).
The vision of the ATNI‐EDC CEDS is to build an intertribal economy that takes care of all; where “the old
way” governs our direction, with respect to sovereignty and sustainability; where every tribal member
that wants a job has a job, and upper management positions are held by tribal members; where all
wealth is generated from within; where tribes leverage collective economic power to grow the overall
intertribal economy; where ‘economy’ is not a dirty word, and prosperity is tangible; where
entrepreneurs have the tools and infrastructure to build and grow their dream businesses; where all
tribal members are healthy, well‐fed, and happy; where children continue to find value in their culture,
and know that they can always come home to opportunity and prosperity.
The 2019‐ 2020 aims to serve two purposes:
‐

‐

Assist ATNI Member Tribes meet the goals outlined in their strategies. ATNI‐EDC is a lean
organization. As such, our approach to assisting tribes meet their economic development goals
was to identify the top 5 issues that are common between several Tribes and build programming
to address those specific issues. We’re taking the ‘broad‐brushstroke’ approach to try and move
the needle. Throughout the information gathering process, we have learned that the following
issues are a high‐priority across many ATNI member tribes:
o Housing
o Infrastructure (broadly defined‐ includes broadband)
o Financing & investments (intertribal too)
o Entrepreneur training/ private sector development (intertribal too)
o Education & Workforce Development
Create a platform for a thriving inter‐tribal economy. ATNI‐EDC is a natural hub to leverage the
collective expertise and knowledge that is housed within member Tribes. There are seven
identified areas that ATNI‐EDC would like to explore to advance intertribal economic
development:
o Story‐Telling
o Support Tribal Lenders
o Buy‐Indian
o Shared Learning
o Regional Investments
o Policy Advocacy
o International Business
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Overview
Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation (ATNI‐EDC) has a mission to
provide financial and technical assistance in the areas of community and economic development to the
56 ATNI Member Tribes and their tribal members. ATNI Member Tribes include all of the tribes in
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, as well as some tribes in Northern California, Nevada, Montana, and
Alaska. A complete list of member tribes is in Appendix A. ATNI‐EDC is a wholly owned, separately‐
financed subsidiary of The Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians (ATNI).
In May of 2016, ATNI‐EDC experienced a leadership
transition, and with transitions comes the opportunity
to view the organization through fresh eyes. The new
executive director views the CEDS process as an
opportunity to engage with ATNI Member Tribes, and
learn about their economic development needs, goals,
and priorities so that ATNI‐EDC may be a more
responsive organization.
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS is supported through a
partnership grant with the Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration (EDA). ATNI‐
Map courtesy of Northwest Portland Area
Indian Health Board. Map does not include
EDC embarked on the Comprehensive Economic
ATNI Member Tribes located in Northern
Development Strategy (CEDS) in July of 2017. ATNI‐
California, Nevada, Montana, or Alaska.
EDC hosted two visioning workshops, administered a
paper and electronic survey, and hosted a SWOT
workshop. ATNI‐EDC is in the process of visiting each of the ATNI member tribes in their homelands to
learn about each individual tribe’s economic development activities and intends to visit each tribe once
every 2‐3 years. A complete report of activities is in Appendix B. Though ATNI‐EDC has had an active
CEDS in the past, it has since lapsed.
The CEDS is a tool that outlines a locally‐based, regionally‐driven economic development planning
process. The ATNI‐EDC CEDS is unique in that the defined region is geographically dispersed. The
population covered has one thing in common: they are sovereign tribal nations in the Pacific Northwest.
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS is not intended to replace other tribal CEDS‐ rather it exists to support and
complement ATNI Member Tribes CEDS. Each ATNI Member tribe are at different stages of their CEDS:
some have had a working CEDS for many years; others are in the process of writing their first CEDS; still
others haven’t yet developed a CEDS for their tribe. No matter where they are in the CEDS process,
each tribe has its own vision for economic development. ATNI‐EDC seeks to meet tribes where they are
and work with them to advance their own strategies.
This CEDS will be used as a guide to scale ATNI‐EDC and build specific programming to be more
responsive to the needs of ATNI Member Tribes. It highlights common hurdles and successes and
outlines a strategy wherein we can leverage the strengths and fill the gaps. This CEDS will serve as a
roadmap to grow and scale ATNI‐EDC to be responsive to the economic development needs and
priorities of ATNI Member Tribes.
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This CEDS is a living document‐ one that will be updated as new information is available and will be
responsive should the economic climate shift. It reflects the tribal economic development goals that
exist today and serves as a guide for ATNI‐EDC to begin addressing those needs.

ATNI‐EDC – A Brief History
ATNI‐EDC was formed by the ATNI Economic Development Committee in 1996 pursuant to ATNI
Resolution #96‐17 and recognized under ATNI Resolution #96‐77. The organization has taken many
forms over the years, but the overall mission has not changed. In an early business plan, the purpose of
the ATNI Economic Development Corporation was to “…find sources of capital and financing for
particular projectsi.” By 2001, the strategy emphasized the establishment of a revolving loan fund,
leadership development, energy development, tribal
tourism, tribal technology, and tribal telephone outreachii.
The most recent completed ATNI‐EDC CEDS (2013) was
focused on several projects: create a database of tribal
economic activities; coordinate between Tribes’ shared
activities so that they may achieve economies of scale (i.e.
in the areas of aggregated purchasing, logistics, production
of bio‐fuels); and deliver services that can be more cost
effective when delivered by a central entityiii.
Past Successes: Since its formation, ATNIEDC has provided programming in the areas of tourism, fish
marketing, technology, and energy, and has provided targeted technical assistance to advance economic
development for ATNI Member Tribes. It’s Buy‐Indian program aimed to add value to Indian products
and services and encompassed sub‐programs such as the salmon marketing program and the
exploration of an inter ‐tribal wheat co‐op. ATNI‐EDC’s past efforts benefitted inter‐tribal tourism
through publication of beautiful, full‐color tourism guides.

2019‐2020 ATNI‐EDC CEDS
The 2019‐ 2020 aims to serve two purposes:
‐

Assist ATNI Member Tribes meet the goals outlined in their strategies. ATNI‐EDC is a lean
organization. As such, our approach to assisting tribes meet their economic development goals
was to identify the top 5 issues that are common between several Tribes and build programming
to address those specific issues. We’re taking the ‘broad‐brushstroke’ approach to try and move
the needle. Throughout the information gathering process, we have learned that the following
issues are a high‐priority across many ATNI member tribes:
o Housing
o Infrastructure (broadly defined‐ includes broadband)
o Financing & investments (intertribal too)
o Entrepreneur training/ private sector development (intertribal too)
o Education & Workforce Development
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‐

Create a platform for a thriving inter‐tribal economy. ATNI‐EDC is a natural hub to leverage the
collective expertise and knowledge that is housed within member Tribes. There are seven
identified areas that ATNI‐EDC would like to explore to advance intertribal economic
development:
o Story‐Telling
o Support Tribal Lenders
o Buy‐Indian
o Shared Learning
o Regional Investments
o Policy Advocacy
o International Business

Future of Tribal Economic Development in the Pacific Northwest
We don’t have a crystal ball, so it’s impossible to know what the future of tribal economic development
in the Pacific Northwest. The best we can do is to be nimble and responsive and position ourselves to
maximize of unforeseen opportunities. Casinos are a relatively new phenomenon, and we’re beginning
to see the economic power that they harness. The strategies that casino tribes are employing are
showing success in their communities! As one tribal planner put it: The budget for the planning
department today is larger than the budget for the whole tribe just a decade ago. Tribes are able to
intentionally build thriving communities. Additionally, Tribes are now being invited to the table and hold
more influence with the states and Federal government than we have in a long time. Tribal members
hold prominent municipal and State
congressional positions.
We are on the cusp of the next “big thing.”
The next wave of tribal economic
development may be private sector
development, or attracting new and diverse
investments, or having Tribes be recognized
as “anchor institutions” in respective
communities. As place‐based communities,
tribes may be the solution to boost not just
their own economies, but surrounding
communities as well.
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Summary Background
ATNI‐EDC serves 56 sovereign nations in the Pacific
Northwest. It is impossible to provide a clear and concise
overview of the economic landscape of each tribe, or even
tribes as a whole in the region. There is a myriad of internal
and external factors that affect the economic conditions of
Tribes, including but not limited to:
‐

‐

‐
‐

ATNI Member Tribes
# ATNI
Tribes
5

# Tribes
in State
5

Oregon

9

9

Washington

29

29

State
Idaho

Urban/ Rural Locations: A tribe’s proximity to urban
Alaska
3
?
areas or major thoroughfares (or proximity to major
California
4
109
thoroughfare) may affect the economic opportunity
Montana
4
7
available to a tribe. Example: Tribes that have been
Nevada
2
32
successful with casino enterprises are likely located near
TOTAL
56
191+
a major city or interstate freeway.
Tribe Status: Whether a tribe was recognized by a treaty, was reinstated by Congress post
Termination, or if they are not Federally recognized at all may affect economic opportunity. Treaty
tribes have a powerful economic tool in their treaties. Termination was a destructive policy, and
reinstated tribes are working to regain what may have been lost.
Large Land Tribes vs. Small Land Tribes: The amount of land that each tribe owns is an economic
factor. Whether that land is in fee or trust is also a consideration.
Tribal Member Population: Populations of Tribes vary greatly. According to the 2012‐2016 ACS 5‐
year estimate, the most populous tribe in the ATNI Region has 7,259 members, while the least
reports 4 membersiv. It is important to note that these figures can’t be relied on, the reasons for
which will be outlined later in this section, but it demonstrates the large disparity in population size.
‐ Tribal Governance Structure & Election Cycles: The
Median household income in the past 12
months (in 2015 Inflation‐adjusted dollars) degree of separation (or lack thereof) of government and
tribal enterprises may be an economic factor. Further,
State
AI/AN
All Pop
election cycles may also be considered: some tribes stagger
Alaska
$45,997
$72,515
tribal council appointments, while others open each seat for
California
$45,490
$61,818
elections. The latter can sometimes result in a complete
Idaho
$35,663
$47,583
turn‐over in tribal leadership.
Montana
$29,150
$47,169
‐ Relations with Local Governments: The relationship
Nevada
$42,104
$51,847
between tribes and their state, county, and/ or nearby
municipalities may be an economic factor. As an example,
Oregon
$34,531
$51,243
both Washington State and Oregon State were proactive to
Washington
$40,216
$61,062
ensuring that tribes were engaged in the process when they
were selecting Opportunity Zones in the Spring of 2018. In Idaho, only one Tribe had applied, and
other Tribes were not aware of the opportunity until it was too late.

Baselining
Though it’s difficult to show a clear, concise, and accurate economic landscape of ATNI Member Tribes,
it is important to find some figures to get an idea of the economic landscape. Though imperfect, we are
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using the 2015 ACS 5‐year Estimates. Data was gathered for each state we serve, but it is important to
note that we do not serve all tribes in Alaska, California, Montana, or Nevada.
One of the tenets of ATNI‐EDC is to achieve economic parity. The data below outlines that parity has
not been achieved with the greater non‐Native population.
‐

‐

‐

Income disparity between American Indian/ Alaskan Natives
EMPLOYMENT STATUS ‐
and the rest of the population: In each state, American Indians/
Population 16 years and over ‐
In labor force ‐ Civilian labor
Alaskan Natives are overrepresented in the lower income levels,
force – Unemployed (%)
and under‐represented at the higher income levels. Graphs that
support this data point can be found in Appendix C. This disparity
AI/AN All Pop
is clear when one reviews the median incomes of American
Alaska
11.8
5.5
Indians/ Alaskan Natives and the general population, with a
California
8.9
6.2
difference ranging from nearly $10,000 up to more than
Idaho
10
4.5
$25,000.
Montana
11
4
Unemployment status: Unemployment percentages are higher
Nevada
10.4
6.7
for American Indian/ Alaskan Natives than they are for the
Oregon
9.9
5.8
general population. The range for AI/AN’s is between 7.6% up to
Washington
7.6
5
11.8%, where the range for the general population is from 4% up
to 6/7%.
Disparity between percentage of families and people whose income in the past 12 months is
below the poverty level for American Indians/ Alaskan Natives and the rest of the population:
American Indians/ Alaskan Natives have significantly higher percentages of income that is below the
poverty level than non‐Native counterparts. Where non‐Native Family percentages are between
10% ‐ 16.5%, AI/AN figures range from 23% up to 38%. A graph outlining this disparity is in
Appendix C.

Tribes by the Numbers – Problems with Counting
One challenge to regional economic development is identifying a good data set that accurate and
consistent across all ATNI member tribes. The 2012‐2016 ACS figure above under ‘Tribal Population’ that
references 4 tribal members was for the Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe in Washington State. However, the
2016 Jamestown S’Klallam CEDS reports 569 enrolled citizens, 207 of which reside within the Tribe’s
designated service area. Their service area is all of Clallam County, but there still seems to be a disparity
between ‘4’ and ‘207.’
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For a long time, it was up to American Indians and Alaskan Natives
to perform their own counts. Some tribes continue with this
function today. But the methods of counting and the information
gathered is not necessarily consistent between tribes. It would be
impossible to create a cohesive data set using tribally‐gathered
data.
Historically, there has been a stigma for American Indian and Alaska
Natives to participate in the census. This is due to many factors,
and there are currently strong initiatives to turn this stigma around,
but the fact is that today we do not have solid data sets. It has been
suggested that this may be a good function for ATNI‐EDC to engage.

Highlights
Though the census data doesn’t look strong, Tribes are growing their economic footprint.
‐

‐

Tribes, especially those located in rural areas, are often the largest employers in their counties and
regions. Yet, as the census numbers show, reservation areas still experience some of the highest
rates of poverty.v
In Washington State, tribes were among the top 10 employers in 2018. This is a state that hosts
headquarters businesses like Boeing, Amazon, and Microsoft.vi
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SWOT Analysis
The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Strengths outlined below were gathered through a
workshop and small group and individual conversations. They are offered here with minimal edits. It is
to be noted that some items show up under multiple headers. A write‐up of the workshop is located in
Appendix B.

STRENGTHS
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Land
Natural Resources
Tax Advantage
Economic experience
Community
Self‐governing
Resiliency – we are still here despite the
odds

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Treaties
Networks/ relationships/ community
Diversity of resources & experiences
Local to national (i.e. ATNI & NCAI)
Casinos & tribal enterprises
People that are here wish to be here
Culturally rooted

‐

Non‐circulating dollars in reservation
communities
Family politics (in small tribes)
Underdeveloped private sector
Unclear separation of duties
Big picture‐ ideas to/ from off‐reservation
Lack of capacity
Inter‐tribal competition
Difficulty gaining consensus
Clarity around and diverse legal/ regulatory
landscape
Lack of standardized demographic data
Non‐Indian employees in prominent
positions

WEAKNESSES
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

Politics (both internal & external)
Access to capital & financial institutions
Lack of planning
“Brain drain”
Housing (lack of stock; lack of middle‐ &
upper‐income housing availability)
Lack of physical infrastructure (roads,
telecom & broadband, etc.)
Lack of tax base (to support infrastructure,
schools, law enforcement, etc.)
Place‐based communities (train who is
there vs. recruiting new talent); Also an
‘Opportunity’
Decisions based on politics

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

OPPORTUNITIES
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

International trade
Private sector
Urban population (facilitate access to
markets and support talent)
Renewable & Sustainable energy
E‐commerce
Leveraging economies of scale (56 tribes,
not just one)
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Place‐based communities (train who is
there vs. recruiting new talent)
Technology and internet
Work remotely
Autonomy over energy and utilities
Intertribal partnering
Internal culturally competent education for
youth
Tribal constitutional amendments

10

‐

Engaged youth

THREATS
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Federal Law
Uneducated leadership
Climate change (Natural resource‐based
economies are beholden to natural
fluctuations)
Wage stagnation
Unethical consultants
Competition (internal and external)
Access to culturally competent educational
programs (K‐12 & higher education)
Internal politics
Skilled personnel/ tribal members leaving
Attacks on sovereignty
Internal negative perceptions of educated
tribal members
Internal “push‐down” – keep others from
excelling
Small/ limited ways of thinking
Opposition from other tribes or
government agencies
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Climate change
Unfriendly Federal Administration
Media/ public opinion
Lack of government – to – government
consultation
State legalized gaming
Opposition for converting fee land to trust
Cyber security
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Strategic Direction & Action Plan
Vision Statement
The vision of the ATNI‐EDC CEDS is to build an intertribal economy that takes care of all; where “the
old way” governs our direction, with respect to sovereignty and sustainability; where every tribal
member that wants a job has a job, and upper management positions are held by tribal members;
where all wealth is generated from within; where tribes leverage collective economic power to grow
the overall intertribal economy; where ‘economy’ is not a dirty word, and prosperity is tangible;
where entrepreneurs have the tools and infrastructure to build and grow their dream businesses;
where all tribal members are healthy, well‐fed, and happy; where children continue to find value in
their culture, and know that they can always come home to opportunity and prosperity.

Strategic Direction: A Two‐Pronged Approach
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS is using a two‐pronged approach: one that
supports ATNI Member Tribes achieve their individual economic
development goals, and one that explores and facilitates the
creation of an inter‐tribal economy. This CEDS serves as a roadmap
to grow and scale ATNI‐EDC to be responsive to the economic
development needs and priorities of ATNI Member Tribes.

Support ATNI Member Tribes Meet Their Economic Development Goals
Tribes are sovereign nations, and they know best how to meet the needs of their communities. The
ATNI‐EDC CEDS is designed to complement individual Tribal CEDS. Tribes take their own approach to
economic development, and they are succeeding! ATNI‐EDC will work with Tribes to advance economic
development in their communities as they request.
Because ATNI‐EDC today is a lean organization, we are taking a “broad brushstroke” approach. This
CEDS does not step through every barrier to, opportunity around, or issues surrounding tribal economic
development. Rather we endeavored to highlight the top 5 areas that need to be addressed to advance
economic development in their communities. Throughout the information gathering process, we
learned that the following issues are a high‐priority across many ATNI member tribes: private sector
development; infrastructure; housing; financing & investments; education and workforce
development.
Private Sector Development
Reservation communities experience economic leakage. In a healthy community, a dollar circulates
around 7 times. On reservations, it hardly circulates once. One solution to capturing economic leakage
is to build a robust private sector‐ create businesses for tribal members to spend dollars in their
community.
‐
‐

Goal: Ensure that tribal entrepreneurs have the tools (financial, infrastructure, training) to
create and grow on‐reservation businesses.
Goal: Assist tribes with building the necessary infrastructure (business licensing; brick & mortar
retail spaces) for tribal entrepreneurs to be successful
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‐

Goal: Bring more capital in to the ATNI‐EDC Loan Fund and deploy it broadly across ATNI
Member Tribes

Financing & Investments
Tribes are becoming economic power‐houses in their own right. Growth requires outside financing and
investments. Selecting the right funding mechanism for large projects can be a challenge.
‐

‐
‐
‐

Goal: Keep apprised of opportunities like Opportunity Zones & Funds, and funding mechanisms
like New Market Tax Credits and other tax credit programs, and government grants and other
assistance.
Goal: Create relationships with potential funders and investors;
Goal: Make a case for tribal investment that may be attractive to social investors;
Goal: Facilitate intertribal and regional relationships to leverage investments

Infrastructure
Infrastructure is a broad term and encompasses many things. It can include physical infrastructure like
broadband/ telecoms, utilities, buildings, and roads. It can also include intangible infrastructure like
tribal universal commercial codes.
‐
‐
‐

Goal: Support the ATNI Broadband and Telecoms Committee with their initiatives to bring
broadband into underserved tribal communities;
Goal: Support the ATNI Energy Committee to provide workshops on developing on‐reservation
utilities;
Goal: Work with the Northwest Native Lending Network to create an appropriate Universal
Commercial Code template that is appropriate for Pacific Northwest Tribes;

Housing
Housing is a huge impediment to economic development. Many ATNI Member Tribes do not have
sufficient housing stock to support the needs of tribal members. Many of the housing units on
reservation are for low‐income families, and there is a dearth of available middle‐ and upper‐income
housing. There may be complications for individuals to own their own houses on trust land. As tribal
members gain skills and experience to hold high‐level positions, some also wish to own their own homes
that are commiserate with their income level.
‐
‐

Goal: Learn about the barriers that may prevent tribal members from developing and own their
houses on‐reservation;
Goal: Support tribes in various capacities to meet their housing goals

Education and Workforce Development
For thriving tribal economies, tribal people need to hold positions at all levels in the tribal government,
tribal enterprises, and private enterprises. Tribal school programs should understand the short‐term
and long‐term economic vision of the tribe so that they can prepare the youth to fill those jobs. Not just
the jobs that exist on reservation today, but the industries that the tribe wishes to break into in the
future.
‐

Goal: Work with the ATNI Education Committee to align education with tribal workforce
development activities;
ATNI‐EDC 2019 CEDS
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Facilitate Intertribal Economy Building
The second prong of the ATNI‐EDC CEDS is to facilitate intertribal economy building. ATNI‐EDC is a
natural hub to harness and leverage the collective expertise and knowledge that is housed within
member Tribes. ATNI‐EDC can serve as a platform or a clearinghouse for several tribes to come together
and explore intertribal economic development opportunities. There are seven identified areas that
ATNI‐EDC would like to explore to advance intertribal economic development: Story‐Telling; Support
tribal lenders; Buy‐Indian; Shared Learning; Regional Investments; Policy Advocacy; and International
Business.
Story‐Telling
Tribes are or are becoming economic powerhouses, but the story of their collective economic impact
hasn’t been told. As an example, Tribes are often the largest employers in their counties, but it was
difficult to find strong data to support that assertion. If true, Tribes could be considered “anchor
institutions,” on‐par with large colleges and medical research centers.
‐
‐

Goal: Gather pertinent data points that demonstrate the collective economic impact of ATNI
Member Tribes;
Goal: Identify methods to distribute the information

Support Tribal Lenders
Tribal entrepreneurs have several barriers when they wish
to start or grow a business. Finding financing is a large one.
The Pacific Northwest is fortunate to have many active and
thriving CDFI’s and tribal credit enterprises in the region.
Those lenders can be more impactful with the support of a
regional convening body. CDFI’s also have a mission to
provide technical assistance to boost the success of tribal
entrepreneurs. In April of 2019, the Northwest Native
Lending Network was formed to support lenders in Indian
country, and ATNI‐EDC is currently the managing
organization.
‐
‐

Goal: Create a strategic plan to outline priorities and direction of the Northwest Native Lending
Network
Goal: Support tribal lenders as outlined in the Vision Statement of the Northwest Native Lending
Network

Buy‐Indian
Casinos are powerful revenue‐generating institutions that have boosted economic development in many
ATNI Member Tribe communities. Though they have done a lot of good, these powerful institutions can
be further leveraged to advance tribal economies.
‐

Goal: Request casinos to procure 10% of goods and/ or services from tribal enterprises or
Indian‐owned businesses
ATNI‐EDC 2019 CEDS
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‐
‐

Goal: Review current procurement lists of tribes and highlight opportunities for entrepreneurs
to start companies to serve those needs;
Goal: Create a mechanism (i.e. database) to market tribal enterprises and Indian‐owned
businesses

Shared Learning
Tribal administrators (executive directors, planners, program directors) create systems and programs to
keep tribes running smoothly. Oftentimes this is done in a vacuum. Some of the tried systems and
programs are very successful; others may have failed. Tribes can learn from the successes and lessons‐
learned of other tribes as they build systems.
‐

Goal: Create a platform (likely a webinar or conference call) for tribal administrators to meet
periodically (quarterly) to share new initiatives, successes, and lessons learned.
Regional Investments
ATNI‐EDC can serve as a hub to attract regional investments
that would benefit several or all ATNI Member Tribes at a scale
that tribes may not be able to achieve on their own. ATNI‐EDC
serves a convening organization for such opportunities.
Investments could be for all sorts of initiatives. ATNI‐EDC
could also leverage economies of scale for ATNI tribes seeking
competitive insurance or retirement accounts.
‐
Goal: Identify investment opportunities that may be
attractive to several/ all ATNI Member Tribes;
‐
Goal: Engage tribes to learn if they would be interested
in pooled investment opportunities

Policy Advocacy
ATNI‐EDC hosts the ATNI Economic Development Committee, which is a policy advocacy body. Federal
policy hasn’t always been friendly to tribes, but we are in a new era. ATNI‐EDC will support legislation
that advances economic development, such as the ICE bill, the Indian Trader update, Native CDFI
legislation, and associated tax legislation.
‐

Goal: Proactively stay in front of legislation that may positively or negatively affect tribal
economic development, and support or disavow bills through the ATNI resolution process.

International Business
Few tribes in the Pacific Northwest are engaging in international business, but many have expressed an
interest. There are opportunities for intertribal international trade between indigenous communities
throughout the world. There are also markets in Asia, Canada, and other countries that have a strong
interest in Indian‐produced goods.
-

Goal: Identify resources for tribes to know more about international opportunities
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Action Plan
Today, ATNI‐EDC is a lean organization with a single staff member, but we are on a growth trajectory.
We have received a large capacity building grant that will allow us to build capacity to take action on this
CEDS.
‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

Hire Staff: In the next year, we are bringing on at least one new staff member, and we expect to
bring on 1 to 2 more within the next two years.
o Loan Program Manager: The Loan Program Manager will oversee all loan functions,
including loan servicing, loan underwriting, increasing the capital base, marketing, and
creating programming to provide targeted technical assistance to entrepreneurs.
o CEDS Program Manager: The CEDS Program Manager will ensure that the actions outlined
in the ATNI‐EDC CEDS advance by building programming. They will be responsible for
gathering information to inform subsequent CEDS
Advance the Northwest Native Lending Network: The NNLN was officially formed at the 2019
ATNI‐EDC Economic Summit that took place in April of 2019. ATNI‐EDC will create a strategic plan
to move the initiative forward.
Capitalize the ATNI‐EDC Loan Fund: For loan funds to be sustainable, they should have $3M ‐ $5M
of revolving capital. The ATNI‐EDC loan fund is approaching $1M. The hiring of a dedicated staff
member will boost this program to be more impactful.
Create/ maintain proactive relationships with ATNI Member Tribes and partners & advocates: In
Indian Country, relationships are key. ATNI‐EDC is dedicated to visiting tribes in their homelands at
least once every 3 years. We will also make and maintain relationships with key partners and
advocates including local governments, investors, partner organizations, and economic
development districts.
Create mechanism for Tribal Administrators to connect: ATNI‐EDC will host a quarterly webinar
aimed towards tribal administrators. A list of topics will be determined by an email survey prior to
the webinar.
Buy‐Indian: Casinos to procure 10% from tribal and Indian‐owned businesses: ATNI‐EDC will roll
out a campaign to encourage tribal casinos to evaluate their procurement practices. As part of this
process, ATNI‐EDC will create a database of tribal and Indian‐owned businesses.
Create professional development opportunities for budding tribal professionals: ATNI‐EDC will
endeavor to boost the experience of tribal professionals by offering internships, fellowships, and
job‐shadowing opportunities.
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Evaluation Framework
How will we know that we are being successful?
This CEDS is an opportunity for tribes to create their own definition of “wealth” and “economy.” Wealth
is not simply dollar accumulation. The definition is not based on capitalist values, but rather based on
communal, shared values. Wealth exists to serve the greater community. Tamanwit: The old way;
Potlatch: a system for redistributing wealth and property. Wealth‐producing activities may not produce
capital, but rather food, culture, or opportunity. Economy exists to serve the community.
Indicators of success are keyed to indicators of community and tribal member happiness:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Family
Culture & Language
Freedom
Community
Health

Metrics of Success
Metrics that indicate that we are making progress on the CEDS include:
‐
‐
‐
‐

(#) New tribal‐member owned business
(#) Tribal Members that hold prominent positions in Tribes
($) Loan capital deployed to support Indian‐owned businesses
($) Investment dollars in tribal communities
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Economic Resilience
Tribes can be competitive with each other, but when large issues arise, they are able to bind together
and support one another. This was clear during the NO DAPL demonstrations at Standing Rock. Water,
an important natural resource, was being threatened. Tribes from all over the Nation stepped up to
support the Standing Rock Sioux, including several delegations from the Pacific Northwest.
Tribes are resilient. For centuries, external forces have threatened tribal sovereignty, and have even
attempted to eradicate tribes. Yet tribes remain today, stronger than ever.
There are some threats that we can see coming that will threaten tribal economies, such as climate
changes. Tribes are proactively getting in front of these threats.
Through this strategy, ATNI‐EDC will be in a stronger position to assist tribes individually and collectively
to recover from economic shocks‐ whether expected or unexpected. We will do this through creating
strong strategic relationships, attracting investment, and being the regional hub.
i

Berunda et al. (undated), Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation, Inc. Business
Plan.
ii
Ufkes, Mark L. (2001), Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy for the period 2001‐2001.
iii
Burton, Michael. (2013), Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy Developed July 1, 2013‐July 15, 2014.
iv
2012‐2016 ACS 5‐Year Estimate: https://www.census.gov/tribal/; The Confederated Tribes of Yakama Nation
(Washington State) is shown as having an American Indian/ Alaskan Native population of 7,259 while the
Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe (Washington State) shows 4. However, the 2016 Jamestown S’Klallam CEDS reports 569
enrolled citizens, 207 of which reside within the Tribe’s designated service area.
v
This is an anecdotal assertion. We are working on locating data to substantiate it
vi
Taylor, Jonathan B. (2019). The Economic & Community Benefits of Tribes in Washington.
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Appendix A: List of ATNI Member Tribes
#

Tribe

State Congressional District

Alaska
1
2
3

Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes
Metlakatla Tribe
Organized Village Of Kassan

AK
AK
AK

Alaska's At‐Large Congressional District
Alaska's At‐Large Congressional District
Alaska's At‐Large Congressional District

CA
CA
CA
CA

California's 2nd Congressional District
California's 1st Congressional District
California's 2nd Congressional District
California's 2nd Congressional District

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

Idaho's 1st Congressional District
Idaho's 1st Congressional District
Idaho's 1st Congressional District
Idaho's 2nd Congressional District
Idaho's 2nd Congressional District

MT
MT
MT
MT

Montana's At‐Large Congressional District
Montana's At‐Large Congressional District
Montana's At‐Large Congressional District
Montana's At‐Large Congressional District

NV
NV

Nevada's 2nd and Idaho's 1st Congressional
Districts
Nevada's 2nd Congressional District

OR

Oregon's 2nd Congressional District

OR
OR
OR

Oregon's 4th Congressional District
Oregon's 1st and 5th Congressional Districts
Oregon's 5th Congressional District

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

Oregon's 2nd Congressional District
Oregon's 2nd Congressional District
Oregon's 4th Congressional District
Oregon's 4th Congressional District
Oregon's 2nd Congressional District

California
4
5
6
7

Hoopa Valley Tribe
Karuk Tribe
Tolowa Dee‐ni' Nation
Yurok Tribe

Idaho
8
9
10
11
12

Coeur D'alene Tribe
Kootenai Tribe of Idaho
Nez Perce Tribe
Northwestern Band of Shoshone Nation
Shoshone‐Bannock Tribes

Montana
13
14
15
16

Blackfeet Nation
Chippewa Cree Tribe of Rocky Boy Reservation
Confederated Tribes of Salish & Kootenai Tribes
Crow Tribe

Nevada
17 Shoshone‐Paiute Tribes
18 Summit Lake Paiute Tribe

Oregon
19 Burns Paiute Tribe
20 Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua,
and Siuslaw Indians
21 Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde
22 Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians
23 Confederated Tribes of Umatilla Indian
Reservation
24 Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs
25 Coquille Tribe
26 Cow Creek Band of Umpqua
27 Klamath Tribe
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#

Tribe

State Congressional District

Washington
28 Chehalis Tribe
29 Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation

WA
WA

30 Confederated Tribes & Bands of Yakama Nation
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Cowlitz Indian Tribe
Hoh Tribe
Jamestown S'Klallam Tribe
Kalispel Tribe
Lower Elwha S'klallam Tribe
Lummi Indian Nation
Makah Indian Nation
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Nisqually Tribe
Nooksack Indian Tribe
Port Gamble S'Klallam Tribe
Puyallup Tribe
Quileute Nation
Quinault Indian Nation
Samish Indian Nation
Sauk‐Suiattle Indian Tribe
Shoalwater Bay Tribe
Snoqualmie Tribe
Spokane Tribe of Indians
Squaxin Island Tribe
Stillaguamish Tribe
Suquamish Nation
Swinomish Indian Tribal Community
Tulalip Tribes
Upper Skagit Indian Tribe

WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA

Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 4th and 5th Congressional
Districts
Washington's 3rd and 4th Congressional
Districts
Washington's 3rd Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 5th Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 1st Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 8th Congressional District
Washington's 10th Congressional District
Washington's 1st Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 7th Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 2nd Congressional District
Washington's 1st Congressional District
Washington's 3rd Congressional District
Washington's 8th Congressional District
Washington's 5th Congressional District
Washington's 10th Congressional District
Washington's 1st Congressional District
Washington's 6th Congressional District
Washington's 2nd Congressional District
Washington's 2nd Congressional District
Washington's 1st Congressional District
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ATNI‐EDC CEDS PROCESS
Activity Report: March 31, 2019

Background
The Affiliated Tribes of Northwest Indians Economic Development Corporation (ATNI‐EDC) is a non‐
profit organization that provides financial and technical assistance in the priority areas of community
and economic development to its member Tribes. ATNI Member Tribes include all of the tribes in
Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and several tribes in Northern California, Nevada, Montana, and
Alaska. Since its formation, ATNI‐EDC has provided programming in the areas of tourism, fish marketing,
technology, and energy, and has also provided targeted technical assistance to advance economic
development for ATNI Member Tribes.
Today, ATNI‐EDC is focusing on creating an inter‐tribal economic development strategy for ATNI
Member Tribes, and inform the future course of ATNI‐EDC. The strategy will highlight common hurdles
and successes, and delineate a strategy wherein we can leverage the strengths, and fill the gaps. The
completed strategy will serve as a roadmap to grow and scale ATNI‐EDC, to be responsive to the
economic development needs and priorities of ATNI Member Tribes.
Through a partnership grant with the Economic Development Administration (EDA), ATNI‐EDC is
advancing its Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). The CEDS is a tool that outlines a
locally‐based, regionally‐driven economic development planning process. The ATNI‐EDC CEDS is unique
in that the defined region is dispersed. ATNI‐EDC will endeavor to develop a strategy that will assist all
or many ATNI‐Member Tribes with their economic development initiatives. It is likely that the ATNI‐EDC
CEDS will adopt a two‐pronged strategy: one that will outline a strategy to assist ATNI Member Tribes
realize their economic development goals and priorities, and one that builds a robust inter‐tribal
economy.

Approach
To gather information from the ATNI‐Member Tribes, ATNI‐EDC employed various methods.
‐

‐
‐
‐

Economic Development Visioning Sessions: We hosted two Economic Development Visioning
Sessions that took place at the 2017 ATNI Winter Convention in Grand Mound, Washington
(January 2017) and at the 2017 ATNI Midyear Convention in Portland, Oregon (May 2017).
SWOT Workshop: We hosted a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats workshop
during the 2017 ATNI Energy and Economic Development Summit in Portland, Oregon (July 2017).
Survey (electronic and hard formats): We designed a survey to dive into the individual needs of
tribes. The survey opened in May 2017, and closed in January of 2018.
Visit Tribes: We are now in the process of meeting with tribes in their communities to create
relationships and learn more about their current economic landscape. This task is ongoing.
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ATNI‐EDC CEDS Strategy Committee
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS process is being informed by the ATNI‐EDC CEDS Strategy Committee. The ATNI‐
EDC CEDS Strategy Committee is comprised of a group of volunteers, and stem from various regions of
the ATNI membership. The ATNI‐EDC CEDS Strategy Committee is outlined in the table below.
ATNI‐EDC CEDS Strategy Committee
Name

Tribe/ Affiliation

Location

Henry Cagey

Lummi

Northern WA

M. Jordan Thomson

Salish Kootenai

Montana

Sherwin Racehorse

Sho‐Ban

Idaho

Kahseuss Jackson

Warm Springs

Central Oregon

Alan Parker

Rocky Boy/
Interested Party

Portland?

Rita Johnson

Lummi

Northern WA

Earl Jefferson

Morgan Stanley/
Interested party

Interested Party

Jeri Thompson

Tolowa Dee‐ni

California

Ernie Rasmussen

Colville

WA – North/ Inland

Lonnie Rainville

Cow Creek

OR – Southern
(Umpqua Valley)

Stewart Brannen

Siletz

OR – Coast

Quileute

WA ‐ Coast

Invited
James Jaime
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Visioning Workshop 1 – Executive Summary
Great Wolf Lodge, Grand Mound, Washington
January 25, 2017
The first Tribal Economic Development Visioning Session took place on January 25, 2017 during the ATNI
Winter Convention at Grand Mound, Washington. The session was intentionally kept open, to allow
space for Tribal input. We built in a structure to start the conversation, and to begin to put a frame
around the ATNI‐EDC CEDS. We didn’t know what we were going to walk away with, but we were
hoping that it would include the base of a structure upon which we can build the CEDS.
We began by taking a step back to evaluate where our communities were 10 and 20 years ago, and how
that compares to where we are today. The intent was to show that we have come a long way in a short
amount of time, and allow us to reach outside of what we know to build a vision of our future
economies. During this session, we wanted to answer the question: Where do we want to be in 10
years? Where do we want to be in 20 years? What do our communities look like? What advantages
will we enjoy, that we might not have today?
The responses were community oriented:
Children can Always Come Home; Economy Takes
Care of All; All Wealth Generated from within;
Children experience NO abuse; Still find value in
their culture; A job for every tribal member who
wants one; Training and Employment alignment;
Increase wealth: Self Determination; Off‐
Reservation: Go to the markets; Go where the
opportunities – not place‐ bound; Inter‐Tribal
Mobilization and Communication; Intertribal
Investment; Exploring new sectors; Workforce
Development and Succession Planning; and Intertribal Capital Projects.
Tribal economies are value and socially driven: the purpose of tribal economies is to take care of tribal
members and enhance tribal sovereignty. Wealth accumulation is still a factor of tribal economies, but
for the good of the whole, not the individual. Tribal economies enhance Tribes’ abilities to provide
services for tribal members and create cultural programs.
Each group answered the question, “Is this an opportunity to be tackled by: ‐ A single Tribe; ‐ A few
Tribes working together; ‐ By a large network of interested and well‐positioned ATNI member Tribes.
Each group reported that each issue should be tackled by a combination of each option. This tells us
that the ATNI‐EDC CEDS will be a strategy that is built to both support the economic development
efforts of individual tribes, as well as outline an intertribal economic development strategy.
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Visioning Workshop 1
Great Wolf Lodge, Grand Mound, Washington
January 25, 2017

Report Body
Facilitators
This Tribal Economic Development Visioning Session was designed and hosted by ATNI‐EDC Executive
Director, Amber Schulz‐Oliver. She was assisted by Direlle Calica of Kanim Associates, and Bob Parker
from University of Oregon’s Community Service Center. Bob and Direlle reviewed the outline of the
visioning session, and provided useful feedback. Both assisted with small‐group facilitation, and took
robust notes during the session. Bob invited graduate student, Roben Itchoak, who took notes and
helped with technical issues.
Participants
The Tribal Economic
Development Visioning
Session took place on the
third day of the ATNI Winter
Convention. There were
three concurrent sessions
that took place at the same
time as the Tribal Economic Development session. At the session’s high point, we had around 20
attendees. The participant list can be found in Appendix A. During the session, four participants
volunteered to serve on the Strategy Committee that will guide the ATNI‐EDC CEDS process.
Structure
The workshop opened with a background on the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
(CEDS) process, and key elements that make up a CEDS. We established the roadmap as to how this
workshop fit into the overall process, and how the workshop would be structured.
The intent of the workshop was not to present, but to listen. The facilitators worked to create an open
process that would serve as a guided discussion. The objective was to gain consensus on a shared vision
of the future of tribal economies, and if tribes were interested in exploring the concept of an inter‐tribal
economic development strategy. We wanted to hear about goals and priorities of the Tribes, and how
ATNI‐EDC might be able to help fulfill those. The intent was only to envision the desired outcome of a
future economy – not how to get there. The latter question will be reserved for future visioning
sessions. We also endeavored to stay positive: it is easy to delve into all of the problems/ issues/
barriers to economic development. But these are not the elements that will help us succeed. The
opportunities/ successes/ advantages are what propelled our economies forward.
We began the visioning session by going back in time, and asking the participants to think about where
their tribal economies were 10 and 20 years ago, and how things are different today. The intent was to
ATNI‐EDC CEDS
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show that a lot can change over one or two decades, and to think outside of the box to arrive at
elements of a future economy. Full Flip‐chart notes from the session are included as Appendix B.

Workshop Findings
What is an Economy?
The session opened by asking a genera and open‐ended question: What is an economy? Responses
were in‐line with traditional elements of economies
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Jobs
Self‐sufficiency
Trade *
Wealth & Resources
Dollar Circulations
Means to Preserve Culture
Geographic/ Place‐Based
Direct & Indirect Impacts

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Production & Consumption of a region’s
goods & services
Household activity and lifestyle
Geographic/ place‐based
Direct & indirect impacts
Production & Consumption of a region’s
goods and services
Household activity and lifestyle

We then asked for elements of a Tribal or Inter‐tribal economy. Stars were placed next to some of the
elements above that were applicable (asterisks are placed above). Additional items on the list included:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Mix between traditional and contemporary
work force development
Internal and external markets
Access to resources
Tribal member preference
Balance of tribal and tribal private sector
“Making a living”

‐
‐
‐
‐

Sovereignty is the power to own [our]
economy
Community and social development
Values of community guide economic
development
Sovereignty

How far have we come?
We then took a step back to think of where our economies were 20 then 10 years ago. What
advantages have propelled our economies? What were our tribal budgets like one and two decades
ago, as compared with today?
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Makah Marina Development (Recreation &
Commercial Revenue)
War on Poverty
Contracting (PL‐638)
1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act
1970’s: No jobs for Tribal Communities
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Natural Resources Economic Development
Gaming
Gaming allowed for Land and Real Estate
Acquisition
Restoration Land‐Use
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Today
How is our economy different today?
‐
‐
‐

Influence over contracting
Greater Sophistication on Business
Transactions
Youth Engagement with Culture

What do we hope will be different?
‐ Drug use
‐ Community development
‐ Build infrastructure to support strong tribal
economy
‐ How to do it/ be sustainable: SUSTAINABLE
model

‐
‐

Tourism
Restoration of Land and Land Buy‐Back
Program

‐

Strength‐based approach – Inter‐tribal
Synergy
Diversification
Separate government and businesses (i.e.
Corporate Boards)

‐
‐

To frame the conversation, one participant suggested that we frame the conversation around vision of
our children and grandchildren. We took the suggestion, and the feedback was robust and engaging.
In twenty‐five years, I want my grandchildren to live in a community where…
‐ Children can Always Come Home
‐ Go where the opportunities – not place‐
bound
‐ Economy Takes Care of All
‐ Inter‐Tribal Mobilization and
‐ All Wealth Generated from within
‐ Children experience NO abuse
Communication
‐ Intertribal Investment
‐ Still find value in their culture
‐ Exploring new sectors (Value Add)
‐ A job for every tribal member who wants
‐ Workforce Development and Succession
one. Training and Employment alignment
Planning
‐ Increase wealth: Self Determination
‐ Intertribal Capital Project
‐ Off‐Reservation: Go to the markets
Break‐out Groups
At this point, we felt like we had a lot of items thrown out. We wanted to spend the rest of the time
delving in to just a few of them. Before a break, the facilitator asked participants to place stickers next
to elements they would like to explore further. A list of the items that received stickers is included as
Appendix C.
The room broke into three groups around intertribal capital projects, workforce development, and an
economy that takes care of all. The groups were encouraged to make their own conversation, but the
facilitators provided a list of questions to get the group started. Below are brief summaries of the
discussion from each group. Question sets and full notes for each group are included as Appendix D.
The intent of this exercise was not to limit the strategy to three distinct elements, but to see watch the
conversation unfold and see if there are any overarching themes that arise that may be able to
encompass other elements as well.
ATNI‐EDC CEDS
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Participants were asked to place stickers next to any of the ideas that they wished to explore further.
The facilitator chose the top three, and asked participants to break into smaller groups to further
explore these ideas.
Intertribal Capital Projects
Two barriers to intertribal capital projects are limited capital, and lack of a system to coordinate tribal
and intertribal resources. The group spent much of the time discussing the latter. There is a need for a
tribal business directory – something that could serve as a clearing house of resources. One place that
could house a database of Tribal enterprises, entrepreneurs, and their services, as well as RFPs. The
database could take many forms: It could be a website, where Tribes, Tribal members, and Tribal
businesses would manage their own individual pages. Or perhaps a way to embed referrals,
recommendations, and a vetting process, such as a Native American “Angie’s List.” Or perhaps a
LinkedIn type model.
Workforce development
There are several obstacles to
workforce development, including
drug and alcohol abuse, (lack of)
driver’s license, homelessness, and
criminal convictions. The Tribes
need to ask: what do you want for
your Tribal Members? Assess the
skill set of Tribal members and
highlight strengths. One solution
could be a centralized database of
systems and programs (that ties skill
sets and skill levels to available
positions). Tribes can also work with each other to and the surrounding communities to support each
other’s workforce. Create an environment where employees want to climb the ladder.
An economy that takes care of all
How do you get an economy that takes care of all? Economic development is a long‐term game Tribes
need to develop and maintain a vision. It has to have a sustainable and strong infrastructure. One
potential barrier is changes in Tribal leadership: different leaders have different perspectives on what is
important, which can derail long‐term initiatives. Some ways to lay the foundation for an economy that
takes care of all is to understand the economic base: the resources of Tribes, and how that overlays with
broader economic trends. Reinvesting wealth: assess how you invest in your community. Build the
tribal private sector – invest in people. Identify ways to embrace technology without losing touch with
culture. An economy that takes care of its people and people that take care of the economy.

Conclusions
Tribal economies are value and socially driven: the purpose of tribal economies is to take care of tribal
members and enhance tribal sovereignty. Wealth accumulation is still a factor of tribal economies, but
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for the good of the whole, not the individual. Tribal economies enhance Tribes’ abilities to provide
services for tribal members and create cultural programs.
Each group answered the question, “Is this an opportunity to be tackled by: ‐ A single Tribe; ‐ A few
Tribes working together; ‐ By a large network of interested and well‐positioned ATNI member Tribes.
Each group reported that each issue should be tackled by a combination of each option. This tells us
that the ATNI‐EDC CEDS will be a strategy that is built to both support the economic development
efforts of individual tribes, as well as outline an intertribal economic development strategy. There may
be a third prong that allows for ATNI‐EDC to support initiatives that are supported only a few tribes,
perhaps through a co‐op or some other structure.
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Visioning Workshop 2
Double Tree by Hilton, Portland, Oregon
May 25, 2017

Executive Summary
The second Tribal Economic Development Visioning Session took place on May 25, 2017 in Portland,
Oregon, during the ATNI Mid‐Year Convention. The intent of this session was to build on the
conversation from the first economic development visioning session and identify the elements of a core
vision statement that would guide the CEDS. As with the first session, we tried to keep the structure
open, and allow conversation to flow. We designed the workshop to begin with a few critical questions,
to get the participants in the mindset of economic development in our communities. We wished to
guide the discussion to identify 3‐5 overarching goals, and draft the beginnings of a vision statement.
The group was comprised of high‐level tribal economic development professionals. We spent nearly the
whole session focusing on just two of the revealing questions:
Are Tribal Members in your community happy?
“Indicators” of tribal member happiness include family; culture & language; freedom; community; and
health. Throughout the organic conversation around happiness, the group discussed the following
themes:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Investing in ourselves;
The relationship between tribal government and tribal members
The effects of assimilation
Tribal business success

What is the definition of wealth?
The group explored an indigenous definition of wealth and determined that it is not based on capitalist
values. Wealth is based on communal, shared values. Wealth exists to serve the greater community.
Tamanwit‐ The old way; Potlatch‐ a system for redistributing wealth and property. Wealth‐producing
activities may not produce capital, but rather food, culture, or opportunity.
Potential Role of ATNI‐EDC in economy building
Workshop participants felt that ATNI‐EDC could assist with tribal and intertribal economy building by
supporting housing, broadband & other infrastructure, financing, and entrepreneur training programs.
Elements of a Vision Statement
The participants brainstormed words and concepts that they feel should be part of a vision statement
that would guide the CEDS. The top five elements were Sovereignty, Indian Economy Building Model,
The Old Way, Sustainability, and Entrepreneurship.
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Visioning Workshop 2 ‐ Report
Facilitators
This Tribal Economic Development Visioning Session was designed and hosted by ATNI‐EDC Executive
Director, Amber Schulz‐Oliver. She was assisted by Direlle Calica of Kanim Associates, and graduate
intern Nick Ball.
Participants
The session took place on the third day of the ATNI Midyear Convention. There were three concurrent
sessions that took place at the same time as the Tribal Economic Development session. We had around
15 participants actively engaged in the workshop.
Structure
The workshop was designed to begin with 4 “revealing questions” that were intended to spur dialogue
around elements of economic development and how tribal and inter‐tribal economic development may
differ from mainstream economic development elements. The four questions were:
‐
‐
‐

‐

Are Tribal Members in your community
happy?
What is the definition of wealth?
If your Tribe lost its largest revenue
stream tomorrow, what would
happen?
Do you feel that your Tribe has a good
balance between government and
business?

The intent was to capture key words and
phrases from the dialogue and build a
landscape of the vision of economic
development in Indian Country in the
Pacific Northwest.

Wordles are a tool to visually capture the big ideas that were discussed
during the workshop

The Workshop was also designed with hosting a SWOT analysis workshop, create a guiding visions
statement for the CEDS, and highlight 3‐5 top level goals that the CEDS should address. Because the
questions generated such strong participation, we postponed the SWOT analysis and the goal‐
development until the ATNI Energy and Economic Development Summit in July of 2017.
During the conversation, Nick Ball was using a flip‐chart to capture the big ideas. Amber took notes on
the laptop, and during the session produced several “Wordles” to visually capture words and phrases
that stood out.
During an extended break, Anthony Johnson regaled us with a model that he had been working on, that
explored economy through a Nii‐Mii‐Puu creation story.
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The final portion of the workshop was reserved to outline 3‐5 goals, and brainstorm elements of a vision
statement to guide the CEDS.

Are Tribal Members in your community happy?
The interactive workshop began with this simple question: are Tribal members in your community
happy? The intent was to identify a purpose of tribal economies‐ to identify the element or set of
elements that make our communities happy and use that as the base of building & revitalizing
economies.
The discussion did reveal some discrete “indicators of happiness” in Tribal communities: family; culture
& language; freedom; community; and health.
However, much of the discussion organically flowed throughout other themes.
Investing in ourselves
Some individual Natives are savvy at investing in mainstream investment opportunities, such as 401Ks,
the stock market, and other investment opportunities. How can we build a structure to create
opportunities to invest in ourselves? To do so would be an expression not only of economic
development, but one of sovereignty. One tool we can use to revitalize our economy is through
investments by individuals.
The relationship between tribal government and tribal members
Tribal government should exist to support
tribal members and the tribal community. For
tribal governments to be stronger, they must
empower individuals and families (and
individual businesses). We need to harmonize
the tribal government with the tribal citizens.
Build a cultural map between government and
community members so that people who are
being governed can see themselves and their
cultural beliefs reflected in the government that is representing them. When you have a disconnect
between the two, then it doesn’t work, and the government doesn’t work for the people. Our
communities have shifted from private individual and family units into a centralized government. The
centralized government can not account for the nuance in individual values‐ it tends to break down the
traditional and cultural understanding of individual and family values.
The effects of assimilation
Assimilation has re‐set the parameters of who we are. Our creation stories tell us who we are and
define our values: we are smart; we are intelligent; we are strong; we are brave; we are proud. We are
comprised of our bodies and of our language. We are rooted in our historic context, and assimilation
has interrupted our sense of our community and our sense of selves. Under assimilation, our traditional
language was replaced by English, but the English language isn’t who we are. That is why language
revitalization in our communities is so important. We need to understand the elements that make‐up
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our core selves so that we can correct the balance and realign our values post‐assimilation. Assimilation
has also introduced barriers that we need to navigate: drugs & alcohol; small HUD homes with kitchens
that are insufficient to prepare food for whole families. They way that we live is important. We need to
breakdown the assimilated mindset and embrace our culture.
Tribal business success
WE must define tribal business success for ourselves. Cultural and tribal business success need to
consider the individual, the employee, the group, the organization. Families are important, but to be
successful, we need to focus on the success of the individual. Historic tribal business success was when
an individual would go hunting and bring back meat so that the people in the village wouldn’t go hungry.
That is different than capitalism. We are still defining the modern version of tribal business success.

What is the definition of Wealth?
One of the questions we explored is the definition of wealth. What is the “bottom line?”: What are
important considerations in growing business in Indian Country? Should increasing profit be the only
consideration? What if it is a small bump at the cost of tribal member employment?
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Not capitalist definition
Communal, shared value
Social capital: Ability to support one
another
Sharing & giving
Serve the community
Common Purpose
Employment is service, not wages
Tamanwit – decolonization of economy

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Everything you need right in the
community
Job skill development
Number of community members with
higher education
Returning to community, serving
community
Infrastructure

In our stories, we learn that every morning we went out to hunt and brought the meat so that everyone
in the village didn’t go hungry. That is a value of our people that is different from the capitalistic society:
everyone is taken care of. How does that translate to tribal business success?
If we have a population of 3,000 people, do we want to have 6,000 jobs? Or if we’re able to sustain
economic operations with $10 million, do we want to make $20 million? The community garden or that
type of activity that provides for the community, but doesn’t necessarily provide money, but provides
fresh fruits and vegetables and local products.
That is what is wrong with the outside economy, it is consuming itself. Look at California, the eighth
largest economy in the world: it grows and grows and can’t shut itself off. It has to consume more
resources to continue to sustain itself. Indian county needs evaluate where we want to be and, when
growth is done and the Indian community is whole, and we addressed all the issues we need to address,
then cease future development. We don’t want to become an entity that consumes itself, consumes its
own environment, consumes its own culture to survive in the future. That is one of the most valuable
regulatory powers of tribal sovereignty to say enough is enough.
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Potential Role of ATNI‐EDC in economy building
Below are a few areas that were identified where ATNI‐EDC can assist with tribal and intertribal
economy building. The question wasn’t addressed directly during the workshop, and the list isn’t
exhaustive.
‐

‐

‐
‐

Housing: Why doesn’t the residential real estate market
function similarly on‐reservation as it does off reservation? In
an envisioned economy, a tribal member could build an
apartment building that is owned by another tribal member.
Community members could rent the apartment from the
individual. A commenter noted that cooperatives are an
appropriate model in tribal communities because it’s a format to
reinvest back into the community.
Broadband (and other infrastructure): Some tribes are making it
a priority to own their own infrastructure, and either use it only for themselves, or charge
surrounding community members
Financing: ATNI‐EDC could become a Community Development Entity (CDE), and be a broker of
New Market Tax Credit Funds to be used by and distributed to ATNI member tribes
Entrepreneur‐Training Programs: Develop programming to support emerging and grow established
entrepreneurs

Elements of a Vision Statement
The participants brainstormed words and concepts that they feel should be part of a vision statement
that would guide the CEDS. The list was written on flip chart paper, and participants were given star
stickers to rank the vision elements. The top five elements were Sovereignty (7 stars), Indian Economy
Building Model (6 stars), The Old Way (5 stars), Sustainability (4 stars), and Entrepreneurship (4 stars).
Sovereignty
‐ The goal of reaching sovereignty today is different now than how it was 200 years ago. We are
trying to get back to where we were. We’re trying to get back to the Old Way.
‐ We are place‐based communities. The economic balance is the power of tribal sovereignty itself.
The reason companies relocate is to find a better deal somewhere else that may have a different
tax base or less regulatory requirement.
‐ Under tribal sovereignty, we can build sustainability within the business model. We don’t have to
charge taxes if we have businesses creating all the jobs, opportunity and meeting all the needs of
the community and the government.
Indian Economy Building Model (6 stars)
‐ The goal is to create and sustain an Indian Economy Building Model. An independent tribal
economic model.
‐ We need to define and recreate our own Indian economy building model. Perhaps we need to find
a way to align with the capitalistic society‐ or maybe not. We need to wipe the slate clean: don’t
think of it as capitalism or socialism. Build our own model.
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‐

Our government needs to control our land, our water, our energy, and our food sources to be
independent and if necessary, sustain ourselves off‐grid

The Old Way (5 stars)
‐ The Old Way is living in a sustainable way and not taking more from the environment than
necessary.
‐ We had laws that we lived by, long before the white man came. Laws that our old people lived by
are there and are still there. That’s what took care of our people, and it is going to keep taking care
of our people. The old people know if they are gathering up food. If they are fishing, they eat their
food. Not money. They didn’t know what money was. Today we are arguing about money, where
can we get money, how can we get more money? We used to travel to get berries and can wild
berries and get sacks of potatoes. We ate through the winter and planted the potatoes. We really
didn’t need the money. Today they people are money driven. They must have money before they
go and get groceries. We are Indian. We can survive on what’s out there. A lot of old people had a
lot of good teachings, that have been forgotten.
Sustainability (4 stars)
- Environmental sustainability: not just green but includes community. Renewable energy; gain
control of our land, water, energy & food source is what we need to be sustainable and to
generate wealth. An Indian company has a deeper level of responsibility. You don’t destroy your
back yard to make profit.
- Self‐sufficient and long‐lasting: Indian people have lived in the same place for 1000 years and will
continue to remain. We need to create systems that are long‐lasting and self‐supporting.
Entrepreneurship (4 stars)
- Entrepreneurship is the future
- Tribal business enterprises contribute to on‐reservation private sectors
- 20 years ago, you couldn’t talk about private business in tribal because it was taboo. It was all
about the tribe. Today we are openly talking about that. We are making significant advancements
in Indian country. But we’ve been at it for 20 years
Other Elements:
‐ Harmony/ Balance
‐ Grow Wealth
‐ Health
‐ Relevant
‐ Diversity
‐ Resilience
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Cultural values/ traditional values
Historic
People
Resilience
Family
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SWOT Workshop
McMenamins Kennedy School, Portland, Oregon
July 19, 2017

Summary
The Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Strengths (SWOT) workshop took place during the
ATNI Energy and Economic Development Summit in
July 2017. The group explored our collective
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
The outcome was a hearty list that will inform the
ATNI economic development strategy. Below are just
the responses.
Facilitators
The SWOT workshop was designed and hosted by
ATNI‐EDC Executive Director, Amber Schulz‐Oliver.
Participants
The session took place during the Energy and Economic Development Summit. There were several
concurrent sessions that took place at the same time. We had around 15 participants actively engaged
in the workshop.
Structure
The SWOT workshop had an open, engaging format. We began by asking about our collective Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. We then passed out post‐it notes and asked each participant
to think of 3‐5 more to dive deeper into the SWOT Analysis.

Strengths
The top responses for Strengths were:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Land
Natural Resources
Tax Advantage
Economic experience
Community
Self‐governing

Other responses included network/ relationships/ community, diversity of resources & experiences,
local to national (i.e. ATNI – NCAI), and casinos & tribal enterprises
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Weaknesses
The top responses for Weaknesses were:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Politics (internal & external)
Access to capital
Lack of planning
“Brain drain”
Housing
Lack of infrastructure

Other responses included decisions based on politics; family politics (in small tribes); lack of
(comprehensive) planning; underdeveloped private sector; separation of duties; communications; big
picture‐ ideas to/ from off‐reservation; and lack of capacity.

Opportunities
The top responses for Opportunities were:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

International trade
Private sector
Urban population (facilitate access to markets and support talent)
Renewable & Sustainable energy
E‐commerce

Other responses included technology and internet, work remotely, autonomy over energy and utilities‐
our system, intertribal partnering, internal culturally competent education‐ youth, and tribal
constitutional amendments.

Threats
The top responses for Threats were:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Federal Law
Uneducated leadership
Climate change
Wage stagnation
Unethical consultants
Competition (internal and external)

Other responses included access to culturally competent educational programs (K‐12 & higher
education), internal politics, skilled personnel/ tribal members leaving, attacks on sovereignty, internal
perception of educated tribal members, internal “push‐down” – keep others from excelling, non‐Indian
employees in prominent positions, small/ limited ways of thinking, opposition (other tribes/
government agencies), transportation, climate change, Trump, media/ public opinion, lack of
government – to – government, State legalized gaming, technology, opposition for converting fee land
to trust, and cyber security.
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CEDS Survey – Executive Summary
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS Survey was designed to collect information on individual Tribes’ economic
development needs, and to inform targeted economic development focus areas that may be common
across ATNI member tribes. The ATNI‐EDC CEDS was first introduced in paper form at the ATNI Mid‐Year
Convention (May 2017). The Colville Tribal Planning Department offered their time and expertise to put
the paper survey into an online format. The electronic survey was hosted by SurveyMonkey, and it went
live in June 2017. The survey remained open through January 2018.
Important sectors that impact economic development
The most important sector was Housing, followed closely by Workforce and Infrastructure. Other top
sectors included Workforce Development & Training and Community Wealth Building and Retention.
The least important sectors according to respondents were Trade & Commerce, and Marketing.
“Our tribe has strong relationship with surrounding communities.”
Most of the respondents indicated that they either strongly agree or agree that they have strong
relationships with surrounding communities. However, all the respondents generally agree that the
relationships with surrounding communities could be improved. All respondents except for one agreed
that strengthening relationships with surround communities would benefit the responding tribes’
economic development initiatives.
The respondents reported that:
‐ They are actively involved and succeeding in gaming, government administration, and fuel/ gas
sectors;
‐ They are involved but not being as successful as much as they wish in construction, land leasing,
housing, or hospitality/ resort
‐ They are involved, but not being successful in IT/ Technology or housing;
‐ They are interested in exploring manufacturing, intertribal business, and cannabis, but they haven’t
put significant resources behind it;
‐ They are exploring and have made inroads in the cannabis industry
Indicators of tribal member happiness:
‐ Jobs, Culture, Success, and Per‐capitas
Overall, respondents agreed that:
‐ It is important that the Tribe uses its resources to help other Tribes with Economic Development.
‐ Forming CO‐OPs or the other mechanisms to leverage Economies of Scale with other Tribes would
advance tribal Economic Development goals.
‐ The Tribe is interested in partnering with nearby Tribes to develop off‐reservation opportunities
‐ The Tribe would benefit from the resources and expertise of another/other Tribes to advance
Economic Development initiatives.
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‐

Developing an On‐Reservation Private Sector is critical to the Tribe's Economic Development
success.

Respondents agree or strongly agree that Sovereignty is achieved through a robust and healthy
economy.
Inter‐tribal Economic Development
Respondents noted that their tribe assisted another tribe with an economic development initiative, and
reciprocally, also received assistance from another tribe. Tribes may benefit from collaborating on
tourism, construction, international business, and IT/ Technology.
ATNI‐EDC Role
Respondents understand the mission and purpose of ATNI‐EDC, but don’t have a firm understanding of
the types of programs and technical assistance that the organization offers. They feel that ATNI‐EDC
could support responding tribes by providing funding resources for large scale initiatives, such as
infrastructure development and providing expertise to target specific Economic Development initiatives.
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CEDS Survey – Report
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS Survey was designed to collect information on individual Tribes’ economic
development needs, and to inform targeted economic development focus areas that may be common
across ATNI member tribes.

Process
The ATNI‐EDC CEDS was first introduced in paper form at the ATNI Mid‐Year Convention (May 2017).
The Colville Tribal Planning Department offered their time and expertise to put the paper survey into an
online format. The electronic survey was hosted by SurveyMonkey, and it went live in June 2017. The
survey remained open through January 2018. The electronic survey largely followed the paper survey,
though there were fewer opportunities to add comments. Also, for the question, “Please indicate how
active your Tribe is in the following industries,” two of the options were left off of the electronic surveys:
International Business, and Cigarettes.

Responses
We received 22 individual responses representing 19 tribes for a 33% response rate (based on 57 ATNI
member tribes). Of those, 9 are in Washington, 5 are in Oregon, 2 are in Idaho, and 2 are in California.
The quantitative aspects of the survey were averaged for Tribes that submitted more than one
response, and counted as one point. Though it wasn’t asked, several of the respondents wrote that they
are located in rural areas.
Question 1: How important to your Tribe are the sectors that impact economic development?
Respondents were asked to gauge how important certain sectors are that impact their economic
development. The response options were: Not important, Moderately Important, Very Important, and
Critical (or Critically Important).
The most important sector was Housing, followed closely by Workforce and Infrastructure with an
average ranking between ‘Very Important’ and ‘Critically Important’. Ranked at being ‘Very Important’
were Workforce Development & Training, and Community Wealth Building and Retention. The least
important sectors according to respondents were Trade & Commerce, and Marketing.
Question 2: Please indicate your level of agreement with the following statement: Our tribe has strong
relationship with surrounding communities (such as nearby towns and cities, counties). [please explain]
Most of the respondents (11) indicated that they either strongly agree or agree that they have strong
relationships with surrounding communities.
Question 3: Do you feel that those relationships could be strengthened?
All the respondents either agree (15) or strongly agree (4) that the relationships with surrounding
communities could be improved.
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Question 4: Do you feel that stronger relationships with surround communities could benefit this Tribes’
economic development initiatives? How?
All respondents except for one agree (12) or strongly agree (6) that strengthening relationships with
surround communities would benefit the responding tribes’ economic development initiatives. The one
outlier disagrees with the statement.
Question 5: identifies sectors that Tribes are involved in or interested in being involved in, and how they
feel they are performing in those sectors. Responses are sorted by optional responses.
Actively involved in and succeeding;
Top response was ‘gaming’(10), followed closely by
‘Government Administration n’ (9) and Fuel/ Gas
(8).
Actively involved, but not succeeding as much as
they wish;
Top responses were ‘Construction’ (9), Land
Leasing (9), and ‘Housing’ (9) followed by and
‘Hospitality/ Resort’ (8).
Actively involved but not succeeding;
Top response was ‘IT/ Technology’ (6), followed by
‘Housing’ (5).
Interested in exploring, but haven’t put resources
behind it;
Top response for this category was
‘Manufacturing’ (12), followed by ‘Intertribal
Business’ (9) and ‘Cannibis’ (9).
Interested in exploring, and have made significant
inroads in the process;
4 Tribes indicated that they are interested in
exploring ‘Cannibis’, and have made significant
inroads in the process.
Not interested.
The top sectors that responding tribes indicated NOT having an interest in is Minerals (8) and Cannibis
(6).
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Question 6: Do you feel that those marked with a B, C, D, or E could benefit with support from another
Tribe or Set of tribes? (please explain)
Yes: 12
No: 1
Respondents to this question agreed that they would be more successful with breaking new industries
with the support of other tribes in the form of cooperation, shared learning, networking, and sharing
resources.

Question 7: What makes your Tribal membership happy?
Jobs, Culture, Success, Per‐Capitas
Responder Comments:
‐
‐

‐
‐

Culture/ Tradition, Per‐Capita
Opportunity And Support For Individual Self‐Sufficiency. Representation The Tribe Well In The Community
We Live In. Consideration Of Their Interests And Barriers To Success.
Per‐Capita
Financial Resources, Internal And Intertribal Unity, Leadership Success.
Building Leadership‐ Winning, Being Proud‐ Being Independent. Partnering Between Government And
Membership
Strong Social And Culture Support Program
To See The Tribe Success ;; To Be Recognized Or Listened To As Members
Having Tribal Rights. Having Adequate Housing, A Jobs, Food Supply, Support Services.
Steady Fish Quotas; Preservation Of Culture; Input On Major Decisions; Complaining About Decisions :)
Per‐Capita! [[]]. Traditional Events; Full Jobs
Success Implementation Of Projects; Opportunity To Share Culture Events And Grow As A Community
When Our Businesses Are Perform Well Our Land Is Maintained, And They Feel Heard
$$ Per‐Capita
Having Good Jobs, Good Incomes, Access To Housing, Education, Health Care And Furthering Their
Quality Of Lives Through Culture Activities Would Be Key.
Functioning Government Services And Tribal Preference Jobs Creation.
Work; Jobs

‐

Jobs And Sustainable Development

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
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Question 8: How strongly do you agree with the following statements?
It is important that this Tribe uses its resources to help other Tribes with Economic Development.
Average: 2.5 – Between ‘Agree’ and ‘Neither agree or disagree’;

Forming CO‐OPs or the other mechanisms to leverage Economies of Scale with other Tribes would
advance this Tribes Economic Development goals.
Average: 2.11 – Agree

This Tribe is interested in partnering with nearby Tribes to develop off‐reservation opportunities
Average: 2.55 ‐ Between ‘Agree’ and ‘Neither agree or disagree’;

This Tribe would benefit from the resources and expertise of another/other Tribes to advance Economic
Development initiatives.
Average: 2.03 – Agree

Developing an On‐Reservation Private Sector is critical to this Tribe's Economic Development success.
Average: 2.26 – Agree
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Sovereignty is achieved through a robust and healthy economy
Average: 1.47 – between ‘Agree’ and ‘Strongly Agree’

Question 9: Was there a time when your Tribe assisted another Tribe with an economic development
initiative? Please Explain.
Yes: 8
No: 2
Unsure: 4
Responses to this question varied. Many tribes have assisted other tribes with various economic
development initiatives. In some cases, this is in the form of services, such as providing business
licenses to tribes and individuals.
Another tribe gives tours of and information sessions of their health clinic to support tribes in
establishing their own clinics.
Other tribes listed initiatives that impacted Indian country overall, such as developing a communication
and education program for self‐governance, work with tribes to find ways to bring broadband to Indian
Country and collaborating with tribes to develop a joint economic impact report aimed to inform state
and federal congressionals.
One respondent stated that they are collaborating with another tribe or tribes to develop an intertribal
gaming facility in an urban setting.
Question 10: Was there a time when your Tribe received assistance from another Tribe on an economic
development initiative? Please explain.
Yes: 11
Maybe/ in process: 1
Unsure: 3
When the question was flipped, respondents indicated that their tribe has received some type of
assistance from another tribe. This usually takes the form of advice or information sharing on economic
initiatives that the other tribe is engaging in and being successful, such as CDFIs, casinos & gaming
compacts, IT, marijuana, and cigarette manufacture & sales.
Respondents reported that they received direct support in the from of a grant from another tribe to
build a museum, and support to start a wind farm.
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Question 11: Identify some industries that you feel two or more Tribes would benefit from working
together:
Top responses: Tourism (11), followed by construction (8), and International Business (8), and IT/
Technology (8).

ATNI‐EDC
The following set of questions were designed to gain an understanding of how ATNI‐EDC is perceived by
ATNI member tribes, and how they feel the organization would be most useful.
Overall, respondents indicated that they are aware of ATNI‐EDC, but don’t fully understand what it does.
One respondent was very candid, reporting that they felt that ATNI‐EDC could be doing more and needs
to expand its impact and scope. Another tribe reported that ATNI‐EDC is beneficial to small tribes, but
doesn’t benefit larger, land‐based tribes.
Suggestion for ATNI‐EDC programs included:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Documenting the success and lessons‐learned from economic initiatives
Documenting impediments to economic opportunities
Compiling tribal economic development successes (for marketing purposes)
Create tools to facilitate investment in to Indian Country (i.e. write‐up of unique attributes of
development on Reservations)
Compile tax benefits and investment opportunities
Technical assistance
Loan products
Increase outreach to tribes and tribal economic development planners
Overall marketing;
Communicate tribal successes and opportunities
Identify funding opportunities for Tribes;
Be transparent and accountable to Tribes;
Provide technical assistance to tribal governments & enterprises
Host subject‐specific workshops, i.e. tribal taxation, energy development, water, land use, air quality
Funding resources for small‐scale initiatives
State and local advocacy
Energy development; water;

Question 12: Do you feel that you have a firm understand of mission and purpose of ATNI‐EDC? Please
Explain.
Yes: 8
No: 5
No opinion: 3
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Question 13: Do you understand what kinds of programs and technical assistance ATNI‐EDC offers?
Yes: 4
No: 9
No opinion: 2

Question 14: Do you feel that these are adequate?
Yes: 3
No: 5
No opinion: 6
Unsure: 3

Question 15: Rank in order of important the types of support and resources ATNI‐EDC can lend to your
tribe.
Response range from 1‐4, where 1 is ‘CRITICAL’ and 4 is ‘NOT IMPORTANT’
Ranked in order of importance (most important on top)
Critical & Important
‐ Provide funding resources for large scale initiatives, such as infrastructure development (score:
1.42)
‐ Provide expertise to target specific Economic Development initiatives (score: 1.68)
‐ Provide funding resources for small scale initiatives, such as entrepreneur development (score:
1.76)
‐ Act as a resource library for funding, relationships, and technical assistance (score: 1.77)
Least important:
‐ Facilitate contacts, relationships with this tribes surround communities (score: 2.61)
‐ Facilitate contacts/ relationships with other tribes (score: 2.3)
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Appendix C: Data Charts
Income Disparity
Graphs show the income disparity between American Indians/ Alaskan Natives as compared to the
general population (by state).

Idaho

Oregon
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Washington

Alaska
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California

Montana
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Nevada

Percentage of Families Whose Income is Below the Poverty Level

2015 ACS Estimates: The orange bars show the American Indian/ Alaskan Native
population, and the blue bars show the general population. Percentages are shown
for all people.
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